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Abstract
In this paper we derive the higher order asymptotic distribution of the positive eigenvalues associated with
a linear real second order equation
y′′ + (x − q(x))y = 0;
of Sturm–Liouville type on [a; b] with Dirichlet boundary condition (i.e., y(a)=y(b)=0), where −∞¡a¡ 0
¡b¡∞, q is a real-valued sign-inde'nite member of C1[a; b],  is a real parameter and ¿− 1 is chosen
so that the boundary problem is non-de'nite. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The theory of boundary eigenvalue problems associated with a general Sturm–Liouville equation
of the form
y′′ + (r(x)− q(x))y = 0;
where q; r : [a; b] → R are assumed continuous in [a; b], dates back to the pioneering research of
R.G.D. Richardson and O. Haupt (see [10] and the references therein for a brief history and survey).
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For example, it has been established under very general conditions (see [10]) that the spectrum in
the regular case (i.e., the 'nite interval case with separated boundary conditions at its ends) consists
of in'nitely many positive and in'nitely negative eigenvalues, of which at most 'nitely many may
be nonsimple; in addition, there may be at most 'nitely many complex eigenvalues occurring in
complex conjugate pairs. There is also an oscillation theorem of Sturm type for numerically large
real eigenvalues. Loosely put, a Sturm–Liouville eigenvalue problem of type (E) below is termed
nonde6nite if both the weight function r and the potential function q change sign in (a; b). More
precisely, the Dirichlet problem
y′′ + (r(x)− q(x))y = 0; y(a) = y(b) = 0; (E)
is said to be nonde'nite if each one of the two quadratic forms∫ b
a
(|y′(x)|2 + q(x)|y(x)|2) dx;
∫ b
a
|y(x)|2r(x) dx
associated with this equation is inde6nite on the space of all diHerentiable functions y in [a; b]
having the property that y(a) = y(b) = 0 (see [10] for more details). Although this de'nition of
nonde'niteness is satisfactory for our purposes, it has been extended in [3], where the authors prefer
to think of nonde'nite problems as those (see [3, Theorem 2.0]) for which there is no real eigenvalue
of (E) having an eigenfunction that is positive in (a; b).
The leading term in the asymptotic expansion of the real eigenvalues was the subject of the
J7orgens Conjecture dating from 1964, a conjecture that was 'nally proved and extended in [4].
The thrust of this conjecture is that, once suitably relabeled, the positive +m (resp. negative, 
−
m )
eigenvalues admit the asymptotic estimate
±m ∼
±m22
(
∫ b
a
√
r±(x) dx)2
as m→∞, where r±(x) represents the positive (resp. negative) part of the weight function r. Thus,
r±(x)=max{±r(x); 0}. However, to our knowledge, no conjecture was ever presented regarding the
form of the higher order asymptotics of the eigenvalues although an attempt at 'nding a few terms
was made in [6]: a problem arises since the function  de'ned there is not, strictly speaking, a
solution on [a; b]. Unfortunately, this leads to some additional terms which normally would not be
present.
In this paper we continue the study of the real eigenvalue spectrum of these general bound-
ary problems by focussing on a very important special case (where r(x) = x) and actually ex-
hibit higher order terms (actually, three additional terms) in the asymptotic expansion of the real
positive eigenvalues. A similar asymptotic formula may be obtained for negative eigenvalues by
replacing  by − and r(x) by −r(x) in the derived formula and going through the necessary
changes, but this will not be our concern here as it is a simple matter. The procedure involves
the use of a thorough combination of the ideas in [4,7,2,5,6] and requires a very delicate analysis
of the nature and multiplicity of the zero (or turning point, as it is sometimes called) of r(x).
For simplicity, we will assume that r(x) has exactly one turning point, which must be of odd
order given the assumption of nonde'niteness. The main results in this paper may be stated as
follows:
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Theorem 1. Assume that ¿ − 1 and that the Sturm–Liouville boundary problem below is non-
de6nite. Let q∈L1(a; b) ∩ C1(0; b); and suppose that the limit
limx→0+
q(x)
x
:
exists and is 6nite.
Then, clearly, the exponent  must be an odd integer (chosen throughout in the form =4n∓1).
Furthermore, the positive eigenvalues, +m , (suitably relabeled according to the Haupt–Richardson
oscillation theorem, [4]) of the boundary problem,
y′′ + (x − q(x))y = 0; a6 x6 b; a¡ 0¡b;
with boundary condition
y(a) = 0 = y(b);
admit the asymptotic estimate
√
+m =
(m− 14)∫ b
0 x
=2 dx
− 1
m
{
42 − 1
8
∫ b
0 x
=2 dx
− 1
2
∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
dx
}
+O
(
1
m2
)
;
as m→∞, where =1=(+2), regardless of whether  is an integer of the form 4n−1 or 4n+1,
respectively.
Remark. Note that the 'rst term on the right in the expansion of
√
+m above corresponds exactly
to the asymptotic estimate contained in JJorgens’ Conjecture since; in our case; r+(x) = x whenever
x∈ [0; b] and r+(x) = 0 otherwise.
2. Proofs
We begin by consolidating some results from the references for completeness. We note that
throughout we take it that if z ∈C, then −¡ arg z6  and for x¡ 0 the symbol x = |x|ei.
The basic idea in [6] involves the use of an iterative procedure applied to a Riccati equation that
ultimately may allow one to obtain asymptotics of any given order. Thus, for a complex-valued
solution (x; ); (J(x; ) ≡ 0), of
y′′ + xy = 0; (E0)
we form the logarithmic derivative r0(x; )=′(x; )=(x; ), a quantity that exists for each x∈ [a; b]
since the real and imaginary parts of  are linearly independent solutions of (E0). The quantity
r1(x; ) is de'ned by setting
r1(x; ) =−
∫ b
x
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt;
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while the rn(x; ) are de'ned recursively (for n¿ 1) by
rn+1(x; ) =
∫ b
x
rn(t; )2 exp
(
2
n∑
l=0
∫ t
x
rl(s; ) ds
)
dt:
It follows (cf. [6]) that the function
r(x; ) =
∞∑
n=0
rn(x; ) := S(x; ) + iT (x; );
is a series solution (in x) of the Riccati equation
v′ = q− x − v2
from which one can reconstruct solutions of (E) via the following result:
Theorem 2 (See Harris–Talarico [6,11]). There exists 0 such that any real valued solution of
y′′ + (x − q(x))y = 0 (1)
can be expressed as
Z(x; ) = c1e
∫ x
a S(t; ) dt cos
{
c2 +
∫ x
a
T (t; ) dt
}
for x∈ [a; b] and ||¿ 0; where c1; c2 ∈R. If Z(·; ) satis6es
y(a) cos + y′(a) sin = 0; (2)
then it may be shown; as in [5]; that
c2 =: ca2 =

2
if = 0
= arctan
(
1
T (a; )
{S(a; ) + cot }
)
if  =0: (3)
Similarly, if Z satis6es
y(b) cos + y′(b) sin  = 0; (4)
then
c2 =: cb2 =m+

2
if  = 0
=m+ arctan
(
1
T (a; )
{S(a; ) + cot }
)
if  =0: (5)
for integral m.
It follows from (3) and (5) that the eigenvalues of (1), (2) and (4), i.e., our problem (E), are
the values of  for which
ca2 +
∫ b
a
T (t; ) dt = cb2: (6)
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In our case we choose (x; ) for x¿ 0 by (x; ) = x1=2H (1) (1=2xkk−1) from which we 'nd
r0(x; ) =
′(x; )
(x; )
=
√
x=2
H (1)−1(k
−1√xk)
H (1) (k−1
√
xk)
; (7)
for x¿ 0, where k = (+ 2)=2; = 1=(+ 2), and H (1) is a Hankel function of order . Once r0 is
de'ned we can de'ne r1(x; ) by
r1(x; ) =−
∫ b
x
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt: (8)
and note that higher order terms will not be needed in our analysis.
Proof of Theorem 1. The 'rst part of this theorem is essentially clear. For; assume the problem is
nonde'nite. Since x must be real for each x∈ [a; b] it must change its sign around x = 0. If  is
not an integer it is clear that x = |x|ei cannot be real valued if x¡ 0. On the other hand; if 
is an even number then x is nonnegative for every x; contradicting the nonde'niteness assumption.
Hence  must be odd. In this case we write = 4n∓ 1 where n is a positive integer.
Convention: In combining two formulae by the use of double signs in the sequel we shall agree
to associate the upper sign with the case = 4n− 1 and the lower sign with the case = 4n+ 1.
The remainder of the paper consists in proving the asymptotic estimate displayed in Theorem 1.
This will be done using a sequence of lemmas and supporting theorems of independent interest. In
the sequel we will always assume that ¿ 0 is a real parameter, k=(+2)=2 and =1=(+2). Since
¿− 1 we have that 0¡¡ 1. Finally, it is always the case that k= 12 . The 'rst step is to 'nd
an appropriate complex valued solution of y′′ + xy= 0. To this end we de'ne  : [a; b]×R→ C
by setting
(x; ) = x1=2H (1) (
1=2xkk−1) for x¿ 0:
It is not diMcult to see that (·; ) and ′(·; ) are each absolutely continuous functions on [0; b]
when their values at x = 0 are suitably de'ned. Indeed, by [1, (9.1.39) and (9.1.9)] we see that
(0; ) =−i #()
=2
:
Thus,  satis'es the equation
y′′ +  xy = 0; (9)
almost everywhere in x, (viz. except possibly when x = 0) as can be seen readily either by direct
substitution or by appealing to (9.1.51) in [1]. Next we must de'ne (x; ) for x¡ 0 in such a way
that the resulting function is absolutely continuous along with its 'rst derivative at x = 0 and over
[a; b] as well. We choose to adapt a construction in [7] to our situation.
For x¡ 0 we write x = $ei so that |x| = $. For any given  there is an integer K such that
K − 1¡k6K and if & = K − k; &′ = k − (K − 1), then 06 &; &′6 1. Writing ' = √=k and
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z = 'e−i&$k we 'nd that  = i$1=2H (1) (zeiK). Appealing to (9.1.37) in [1] we 'nd the alternate
form
 = i$1=2
(
sin(1− K)
sin 
H (1) (z)− e−i
sinK
sin 
H (2) (z)
)
;
where −¡ arg(z)6  and H (2) is the Hankel function of the second kind (cf. [1, (9.1.1)]). We
now specify the values of . For = 4n− 1, n¿ 1, &= 12 ; K = 2n+ 1. It follows that for x¡ 0,
(x; ) =−i |x|
1=2
sin =(4n+ 1)
{
sin
2n
4n+ 1
H (1) (−i'|x|k) + e−i=(4n+1)
× sin (2n+ 1)
4n+ 1
H (2) (−i'|x|k)
}
: (10)
A similar calculation shows that if n¿ 0 and = 4n+ 1 then, for x¡ 0,
(x; ) =−i |x|
1=2
sin (4n+ 3)
{
sin
(2n+ 1)
4n+ 3
H (1) (−i'|x|k) + e−i=(4n+3)
× sin (2n+ 2)
4n+ 3
H (2) (−i'|x|k)
}
: (11)
On the other hand, using [1, (9.1.9)] we get
limx→0− (x; ) =−i #()=2 = (0; ) (12)
in either case = 4n∓ 1. Now, since for x¿ 0, x1=2H (1) ('xk) = '−('xk)H (1) ('xk) setting t = 'xk
and using [1, (9.1.30)] we 'nd ′(x; )= kxk−1=2'H 1−1('xk), for x¿ 0. Furthermore, by [1, (9.1.6)]
we can rewrite the preceding expression as
′(x; ) =−kxk−1=2'e−iH 11−('xk); (13)
for x¿ 0 (recall that '=
√
=k). Since 1− ¿ 0 we can replace  by 1−  in [1, (9.19)] to 'nd
limx→0+ ′(x; ) =
1

e−i+i=2=2−1#(1− ) = ′(0; ) (14)
and a similar argument applying in the case of the left derivative. Thus,  as de'ned above is a
solution of (E0) on all of [a; b].
Lemma 1. Let  be an odd positive integer.
(a) If x¿ 0 then for all su>ciently large 
arg(x; ) = k−11=2xk −
(
1
2
+
1
4
)
+
42 − 1
8k−11=2xk
+O
(
1
3=2
)
:
(b) If x¡ 0, then
lim→∞ arg(x; ) =−2 −

2
mod :
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(c) As →∞,
limx→0+ arg(x; ) =−2 :
Proof. (a) Since k−11=2xk is real and positive for x¿ 0 we can use [1; (9.2.29)] where k =
(+ 2)=2; = 1=(+ 2) after which (a) follows easily.
(b) For = 4n∓ 1 and x¡ 0 we know that = ei=2$1=2H (1) (eik'|x|k). On the other hand, from
[1, (9.2.7)], Hankel’s expansion has the form
H (1) (z) =
√
2
z
ei(z−
1
2 −
1
4)M (z); (−¡ arg z¡ 2); (15)
where M (z) is bounded away from the origin and M (z) → 1 as |z| → ∞ in the sector (see [1,
(9.2.9) and (9.2.10)]). In fact, M (z) = P(; z) + iQ(; z) where
P =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k (; 2k)
(2z)2k
= 1− (4
2 − 1)(42 − 9)
2!(8z)2
+ · · · ;
Q =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k (; 2k + 1)
(2z)2k+1
=
42 − 1
8z
− · · · :
Since eik = ±i for these cases of , we see that M (eik'$k) is real valued and positive for all
suMciently large . Thus, we expect that for x¡ 0, and all large , the argument of (x; ) must be
constant. Indeed, writing (x; ) = R(x; )ei,(x;) it is easy to see that ,′(x; ) =W{u; v}|(x; )|−2,
where u= R cos , and v= R sin , are two real linearly independent solutions of (9) and W{u; v} is
their Wronskian which, by Sturm theory must be a constant. Thus, for x¡ 0,
d
dx
arg(x; ) =
const
|(x; )|2 :
In this case,  is a linear combination of the two Hankel functions H (1) ; H
(2)
 , for x¡ 0.
Since both these Hankel functions are themselves linear combinations of ei=2J(−i'|x|k) and
e−i=2J−(−i'|x|k), and this is a linearly independent set of real solutions of (9), the constant (or
the Wronskian) varies inversely as ', (cf. [1, (9.1.15)]). On the other hand, repeated applications
of (15) along with its analogue ([1, (9.2.8)]) gives
|x|1=2H ( j) (−i'|x|k) =
√
2
'
|x|(1−k)=2e( j−1)i=2−i=2e(−1)j−1'|x|k ; (16)
for j = 1; 2. From this we see that || grows exponentially as '→∞. Hence,
lim→∞
d
dx
arg(x; ) = 0;
for each x¡ 0. So, there is a constant, C, such that, for every x¡ 0,
lim→∞ arg(x; ) = C:
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Inserting the estimates (16) into (10) and (11), expanding and collecting terms we get, in either
case of , the value of C as
lim→∞ arg(x; ) = arctan
(
cot
(
2
))
=−
2
− 
2
mod ;
whenever x¡ 0.
(c) Follows from the continuity of  at x = 0, (cf. (12)).
Lemma 2. Let r1 =: r1(x; ) be the solution of
r′1 + 2r0r1 = q; r1(b; ) = 0; 06 x6 b: (17)
Then
r1(0; ) =
22
#()2
∫ b
0
xH (1) (k
−11=2xk)2q(x) dx
=− 1
2(0; )
∫ b
0
2(x; )q(x) dx;
where (0; ) =−i#()==2.
Proof. This is a direct calculation as the equation is 'rst order and linear. Alternately; see [5;
Theorem 2].
Lemma 3. Let (x; ) be de6ned as above. Then; for x¿ 0;
(a)
′(x; ) =
√
2k

1=4x(k−1)=2ei(k
−11=2xk−(=2)−3=4)
{
1 + O
(
1√

)}
as →∞:
(b) For all ¿ 0,
limx→0(x; )′(x; ) =
cos ()

e−i:
(c) For any x∈ (0; b],
(x; )′(x; ) =−2k

e2i(
√
xk =k−=2)
(
1 + O
(
1√

))
as →∞.
Proof. (a) We use a combination of (13) and (15) with  replaced by 1−  and z= 'xk =√xk=k.
This gives
H (1)1−('x
k) =
√
2
'
x−k=2 ei('x
k+=2−3=4)
{
1 + O
(
1
'
)}
;
after which the claim follows.
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(b) Since 0¡¡ 1, this is a result of (12), (14), and the reOection formula for the gamma
function [1, (6.1.17)].
(c) This follows upon the use of the de'nition of , part (a) above and the estimate (15), valid
as '→∞.
Lemma 4. Let r1(x; ) be de6ned as in (8). Assume further that q∈C1(0; b) and that the limit
limx→0+
q(x)
x
: (18)
exists and is 6nite. Then; as →∞;
r1(0; ) =− 2ki
2
1=2−#2()
∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
e2ik
−1√xk−i dx +O
(
1
1−
)
: (19)
Proof. We write (x)=(x; ) and omit some variables in various places in the integrals for brevity.
Since (x; ) is a solution of (9); using Lemma 2 we can write
r1(0; ) =
1
2(0; )
∫ b
0
(x; )′′(x; )q(x)
x
dx
=
1
2(0; )
{
limx→b−x−(x)′(x)q(x)− limx→0+(x)
′(x)q(x)
x
−
∫ b
0
(x−′2q+ x−q′′ − x−−1′q) dx
}
:
Lemma 3(b); (c) and (18) show that the two preceding boundary terms are O(1) as →∞. This;
along with Lemma 3(c) and (18) implies that
r1(0; ) =
1
2(0; )
{
−
∫ b
0
x−′2q dx +O(1)
}
as →∞:
Applying Lemma 3(a) we 'nd that; as →∞;
r1(0; ) =
1
2(0; )
{
2ki1=2

∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
e2ik
−1√xk−i dx +O(1)
}
(20)
whence
r1(0; ) =− 2ki
2
1=2−#2()
∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
e2ik
−1√xk−i dx +O
(
1
1−
)
as →∞.
Remark. The last integral converges since; on account of (18);
limx→0+
q(x)
x=2
= 0:
With r0(x; ) de'ned as in (7) we have the following estimate:
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Lemma 5. There is a function C(); 6nite for 6nite  such that for all su>ciently large ;
|e2
∫ t
x r0(s;)) ds|6C() for a6 x¡ t6 b:
Proof. It is shown in [9; Theorem 1] that the logarithmic derivative of any complex-valued solution
of a general Sturm–Liouville equation is of order at most 12 as a function of the complex parameter
. Hence; for x¡ t in [a; b];
|e2
∫ t
x r0(s;)) ds|6 e2
∫ t
x |r0(s;))| ds6 ec1e
c2
√

;
for all suMciently large .
Theorem 3. With r1(x; ) de6ned as in (8) we have; for all su>ciently large ;
J
∫ b
0
r1(x; ) dx =− 2k
∫ b
0
xq(x)J 2 (k
−11=2xk) dx:
Proof. The unique solution of (17) satisfying r1(b; ) = 0 is of the form
r1(x; ) =−
∫ b
x
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt;
so ∫ b
0
r1(x; ) dx =−
∫ b
0
∫ b
x
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt dx:
Since by Lemma 5 we have∫ b
a
∫ b
x
|q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds| dt dx¡∞
for all suMciently large ; one can interchange the order of integration to 'nd∫ b
0
r1(x; ) dx =−
∫ b
0
q(t)2(t)
∫ t
0
e−2 ln (x) dx dt =−
∫ b
0
q(t)2(t)I(t) dx dt:
First; consider the integral
I(t) =
∫ t
0
e−2 ln (x) dx =
∫ t
0
1
x|H (1) (k−11=2xk)|2
e−2i arg {x
1=2H (1) (k−11=2xk)} dx:
The simple change of variable u= k−11=2xk shows that
I(t) =
∫ zt
0
1
kuM 2 (u)
e−2i4(u) du;
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where M(u)= |H (1) (u)|; 4(u)= argH (1) (u) and; for convenience; we write zt = k−11=2tk . We note
that by [1; (9.2.21)]; for real  and positive u;
M 2 4
′
(u) =
2
u
;
so
I(t) =

2k
∫ zt
0
4′(u)e
−2i4(u) du=
i
4k
{e−2i4(zt) − e−2i4(0)}:
By Lemma 1(c) we know that 4(0) =−=2; consequently
I(t) =
i
4k
{e−2i4(zt) + 1}:
Finally;∫ b
0
r1(x; ) dx=− i4k
∫ b
0
q(t)2(t){e−2i4(zt) + 1} dt
=− i
4k
∫ b
0
tq(t)M 2 (zt)e
2i4(zt){e−2i4(zt) + 1} dt
=− i
4k
∫ b
0
tq(t)M 2 (zt){e2i4(zt) + 1} dt
=− i
2k
∫ b
0
tq(t)M 2 (zt) cos
24(zt) dt +

4k
∫ b
0
tq(t)M 2 (zt) sin 24(zt) dt:
We conclude using [1; (9.2.19)]; that
J
∫ b
0
r1(x; ) dx =− 2k
∫ b
0
xq(x)J 2 (k
−11=2xk) dx: (21)
Remark. Note that the integral on the right converges since
J 2 (k
−11=2xk) = O(x) as x → 0+;
and k= 12 see [1; (9.1.7)].
Lemma 6. Let r0(x; ) = ′(x; )=(x; ) be the logarithmic derivative of  on [a; b]. Then
lim→∞ Je2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds = 0 for x¡ t¡ 0:
Proof. We have
e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds = eln 
2(t;)=2(x;) =
∣∣∣∣(t; )(x; )
∣∣∣∣
2
e2i(arg (t; )−arg (x;)):
Now by Lemma 1(b) for each x; t ¡ 0; arg(x; ) → −=2 − =2; mod . Consequently; the ex-
pression on the left is asymptotically real-valued and the result follows.
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Lemma 7. Let (x; ) be any complex valued solution of (9) on [a; b]. Then; for x¡ 0;
|(x; )|2 = O
(
e
√
(−x+x+1(+1)−1)

)
as →∞; uniformly for x∈ [a; 0].
Proof. From the proof of [9; Theorem 1] we know that
|| |(x; )|2 + |′(x; )|26 c1e(
√
|| ∫ 0x |1−s=|‖ ds):
On the other hand; since x∈ [a; 0]; ¿ 0 and  is odd; 1−x¿ 0 for such x; so the estimate reduces
to
|| |(x; )|26 e
√
(−x+ x+1(+1)−1);
and the result follows.
Theorem 4. Let r1(x; ) be as in Theorem 3. Then
J
∫ 0
a
r1(x; ) dx =O
(
1
ec
√

)
; as →∞;
where c is a constant (independent of ).
Proof. For x∈ [a; 0] we may rewrite r1(x; ) as
r1(x; ) =−
∫ 0
x
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt −
∫ b
0
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt:
Thus;
J
∫ 0
a
r1(x; ) dx =−
∫ 0
a
∫ 0
x
q(t)Je2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt dx − J
∫ 0
a
∫ b
0
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt dx:
By Lemma 6 the 'rst integral vanishes. Hence
J
∫ 0
a
r1(x; ) dx =−J
∫ 0
a
∫ b
0
q(t)e2
∫ t
x r0(s;) ds dt dx:
Interchanging the order of integration again and using the representation r0(x; ) = ′(x; )=(x; )
we get
J
∫ 0
a
r1(x; ) dx=−J
∫ b
0
q(t)2(t; ) dt
∫ 0
a
e−2 ln (x;) dx
=−J
∫ b
0
q(t)2(t; ) dt
∫ 0
a
1
|(x; )|2 e
−2i arg (x;) dx
= Jr1(0; )2(0; )e(±1)i
∫ 0
a
dx
|(x; )|2 ;
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by Lemmas 2 and 1(b). The result follows after we insert the asymptotic representations of r1(0; )
2(0; ) from (20) and |(x; )|2 from the estimate at the end of Lemma 7.
3. The main results
In order to use Theorem 2 to derive estimates for the eigenvalues of (E), it is necessary (see (6),
Theorem 2, and its sequel) to approximate
∫ b
a T (t; ) dt = J
∫ b
a r(t; ) dt, where
J
∫ b
a
r(t; ) dt = J
∫ b
a
r0(t; ) dt + J
∫ b
a
r1(t; ) dt +O(E());
and E() is de'ned in [6, Lemma 4]. This error-term is not needed in our analysis however.
The proof of Lemma 6 shows that
J
∫ b
a
r0(t; ) dt = arg(b; )− arg(a; ): (22)
By Theorems 2 and 3 we know that, as →∞,
J
∫ b
a
r1(t; ) dt= J
∫ 0
a
r1(t; ) dt + J
∫ b
0
r1(t; ) dt
=O
(
1
ec
√

)
− 
2k
∫ b
0
xq(x)J 2 (k
−11=2xk) dx:
The 'rst term in the last display cannot inOuence the distribution of the positive eigenvalues (see
[8]) since on [a; 0] the weight function x ¡ 0, and so, as →∞, the eigenfunctions have no zeros
in (a; 0) by Sturm theory (see [4]). Consequently, we can neglect the 'rst term as it is exponentially
small and 'nd,
J
∫ b
a
r1(t; ) dt =− 2k
∫ b
0
xq(x)J 2 (k
−11=2xk) dx + o(1); as →∞:
Now, we wish to 'nd the set of the eigenvalues  that satisfy (6), i.e.,
m= J
∫ b
a
r(t; ) dt
= J
∫ b
a
r0(t; ) dt + J
∫ b
a
r1(t; ) dt + · · ·
=arg{(b; )} − arg{(a; )} − 
2k
∫ b
0
xq(x)J 2 (k
−11=2xk) dx + · · · : (23)
Note: The fact that there is such a countably in'nite set of positive eigenvalues with no '-
nite point of accumulation (so that n → ∞ as n → ∞) in the Dirichlet problem follows from
([4, p. 382]).
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3.1. Reversion
We use reversion to obtain the asymptotic estimates for the eigenvalues of (E). To this end, we
use [1, (9.2.1)] to get the asymptotic expansion of J 2 (k
−11=2xk). Let zx = k−11=2xk where now
x¿ 0. Then
J 2 (zx) =
1
zx
{
1 + cos 2
(
zx − 2−

4
)
+O
(
1
zx
)}
as →∞;
or
J 2 (k
−11=2xk) =
1
k−11=2xk
{
1 + sin(2k−11=2xk − ) + O
(
1√

)}
: (24)
Using Lemma 1(a) with x=b, Lemma 1(b) with x=a, and inserting the asymptotic expression (24)
in (21) we 'nd that
m= k−1
√
bk −
(
2
+

4
)
−
(
−
2
− 
2
)
+
42 − 1
8k−1bk
√

+O
(
1
3=2
)
− 1
2
√

∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
dx − 1
2
√

∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
sin (2k−11=2xk − ) dx +O
(
1

)
+ · · · :
Since, as →∞,
− 1
2
√

∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
sin (2k−11=2xk − ) dx
=
1
4
∫ b
0
q(x)
x
(cos(2k−11=2xk − ))′ dx
= − 1
4
{
q(b)
b
cos (2k−11=2bk − )− limx→0+ q(x)x cos ()
−
∫ b
0
cos(2k−11=2xk − )
(
q(x)
x
)′
dx
}
=O
(
1

)
;
we get
m= k−1
√
bk +

4
+
42 − 1
8k−1bk
√

− 1
2
√

∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
dx +O
(
1

)
; (25)
so long as  is odd. From this, use of a standard inversion argument shows that we can estimate√
 as follows:
√
=
m− =4
k−1bk
− 1
m
{
42 − 1
8k−1bk
− 1
2
∫ b
0
q(x)
x=2
dx
}
+O
(
1
m2
)
: (26)
Note that k−1bk=
∫ b
0 x
=2 dx. This gives our the main result. We also note that the 'rst (two) term(s)
are in agreement with classical results of Langer [7].
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Example 1. In the case where = 1; a=−1; b= 1 in Theorem 1 we see that (26) gives
√
=
m− =4∫ 1
0
√
x dx
+
1
2m
T +O
(
1
m2
)
;
where
T =
5
72
∫ 1
0
√
x dx
+
1
2
∫ 1
0
q(x)√
x
dx;
a result that was obtained independently in [2] using a diHerent method.
Example 2. If we set q(x) = x for given ; it is clear that this simply translates the spectrum of
the original equation (9) by one unit. Thus; it must be the case that this property be reOected in
expansion (26). To see this; simply square expansion (26); simplify and collect terms. This will
show that the next terms are given by
=
(m− =4)2
(k−1bk)2
− 2
k−1bk
{
42 − 1
8k−1bk
− 1
2
k−1bk
}
+O
(
1
m2
)
;
as →∞; so that the stated equivalence follows.
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